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About This Game

Imagine every time you fall asleep new adventure awaits you...
In episode 1, Kingdom of Bisera, all virgin girls mysteriously disappeared over night. It 5d3b920ae0
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Very Good game but unfinsh game. Holy that was ing awful. Literally the worst RPG i've tried.. unfinished piece of garbage.
This is a beautiful game. The graphics are different from most RPGMaker games I've seen (though similar in some respects).
Anyway, you play as Zembre a hero that is on call for the King. Well, a new crisis has come to pass. someone has kidnapped all
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the virgin females in the kingdom. They all disappeared overnight. Interestingly, the princess wasn't taken. There is a lot of
humor in the game. So do try it.. The game is something one would make during a game jam or during a competition, hurried
but somewhat complete. The art style and the graphics are nice. The worlds are bit too big and haven't been optimized at all. On
entering a big field I used to get massive frame skips and fps would drop to about 15 -17 fps. Whereas in a closed world like say
a small room, I used to get about 170 fps. To compare stuff, I play SR 4 on the same machine and get consistent frame rates
between 45 - 60 fps. That aside the music is repetitive and the battles are unbalanced. The main character is too powerful to be
affected by any attack. The story is meh and they don't even introduce or explain any control or mechanics or pretty much
anything. NPC dialog is funny in a bad way.. I love the first person view! The combat is all very standard, but seems to have a
number of issues with damage. I never quite felt like I was in any actual danger. Intended, or not? The fighting felt like a slog,
given the lack of threat. The 2d art is hilariously mismatched with the 3d first person view, but I kind of liked it. Overall, I think
the game lacks direction. However, if you want an RPGmaker style game, with a first person view.this is the game for you.. crap
game :(. worth it for the gay lord badge. worth it for the gay lord badge
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